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I. INTRODUCTION

Many severe4
. prepare' them for

school environments.
require persanal'Auper
tably.(Baumgart et al.,-.
devices were viewed as'cum
most severely multibandicAped students, this view is changing. Federal
and statetesearch monielehAVe probated extensive examination of adap-
tive devices to help meethe needs of severely handicapped students.
As a result, a wide varl,!1l of devices are now available. Furthermore,
increasing efficiency, a fasing cost, and smaller microelectronic
devices t3ave made them more reasonable options-for use by Severely
handicapped students. SuChadaptive devices, are enabling large numbers'
of severely handicapped students to access environments and activities
froM which they were formerly'excluded. Consequently,- students are able
to exert control, over their environments by - learning to perform-Meaning-
ful skills previously thought impossible.

students receive instruction designed to
in a wide variety of heterogeneous post-
ecause of physical or intellectual deficits,
and /or adaptive devifes4 to function accep---
. 'Whereasat one point in time adaptive
some, costly,, and appropriate for only the.

A. -Purpose.:

Students from the University'of Wisconiin-Madison and teachers
And therapists from the Madison Metropolitan School District formed
a task force to examine the current us.of adaptive devices by

'severelAihandicapped students. More-specifically, the purposes were
to:

1. Identify practices which influence the effective use of
adaptive_devices;

2.. Investigate rationales and strategies for selectillg and
utilizing adaptive devices with students who have physical
and intellectual performance deficits; ,and

3
The label "Severely handi6apped" refers to approximately the lowest

intellectually functioning IX of the school age population. This 1Z range
includes studentswho also have been ascribed such labels as psyChotic,
autistic, moderately/severely/profoundly retarded, trainable level retarded,
-physically handicapped, multiply handicapped, and deaf/blind. Certainly, a
student can be ascribed one or more of the labels delineated immediately above
and stilln'ot be referred to as severely handicapped forpurposeghere,.as
tie /she 'may-not be currently functioning intellectually within the lowest 1%
of a particular'age (Brown et al.1982).

4
Adaptive devices as the term.is used hererofers to portUble objecti,

equipment, or materials created for instructional purposes that enhance
or allow at least partial participation in a specific activity. Portable
switches, collating .boxes,"mouth sticks, communication books; are a
few examples (Baumgart et al., l9bU).

.
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3. Provide examples of, and construction plans for, adaptive
devices currently used in vocational, domestic, recreation-
leisure and community environments.

These activities were undertaken in orde4r to provide teachers and
- therapists %with strategies to develop individualized adaptive devices
that could maximize-the educational and postschool functioning of
severely handicapped 'students.

B. Collection of Information

.Task force members interviewed teachers and therapists of severely
handicapped students regarding the adaptive devices being used in
educational programs. The following information was collected:

1. kerhe name and description of the device;

2. The name, diagnosis, and general description of the student
for whom the device was designed;

3. The school and/or' nonschool environment(s) in whiCh the
device was used;

4. The activity(ies) during which the device was used;

5. The specific skill deficit (s) for which the device was
designed to compensate;

6. The purpose(s) for using the device;

7. The frequency of use;

s
8. The number of students who used the device;

9. The advantages and disadvantages of using the device;

. 10. The plan for the construction of the device (if available);

11. The amount of time required to construct the device; and
Y

12. The approximate price of the materials needed,.

In the process of collecting this 'information, four general, .

practices were noted which posit ively inf luence' the .effective use
of adaptive cev ices by severely handicapped students. These include
the use of adaptive devices which are: designed and constructed
'after curricular content has been prioritized; designed and con-
structed in consideration of at least 11 dimensions; used in con-
Junction with meaningful instruction; and :iystematically evaluated.
The following sect ion addresses each of these pract ices separately.
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II. PRACTICES WHICH INFLUENCE THE EFFECTIVE USE OF ADAPTIVE DEVICES
- WITH SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

A. The Design and Construction of Adaptive Devices-After Curricular
Content Has Been Established

Prior to using an adaptive device, an individualized educatiOn
program should be established. That is, the performance deficits
assessed in a particular environment while a student is engaged in
individually relevant activities should be analyzed to determine the
skill deficits for which adaptive devices might be needed, rather than
letting the availability of an adaptive device dictate the curricular
content to which the studerit is exposed. Unfortunately, the pivlifer-
ation of manuals that describe how adaptive, devices are constructed
typically` contain few, if any, guidelines for interfacing their use
with relevant curricular content. Too ofpen, a.deviCe is constructed
without considering the contexts in which'it will be used. As a

result, the potential for teaching nonfunctional or otherwise inappro-
priate skills is increased. Fot example, teaching a severely handi-
capped student to utilize a device that will enable him/her to k,

pull rings, turn on disco lights, etc., when these actions do fiot
enable at least partial participation in meaningful activities is.,

not. educationally defensible. Individualized adapt ve deVices that

are selected and designed after the establishment o appropriate

curricularsontent will lead to the-acquisition of more relevant
skills.

B. The Design and.Construction of Adaptive Devices in Consideration
of At Least' 11 Dimensions

Educational and related services personnel are designing'and
constructing adaptibe devices for severely handicapped students.
These devices must be carefully designed to ensure their maximal,
efficient, and functional use. A mayor contribution to the genera-
tion of a decision process was made by Baumgart et al. (1980) who
offered 11 dimensions to consider before designing an adaptive

device. They suggested that decisions about adaptive devices be a

made in consideration of:

1. The number of environments in which the device will 'be

utilized;

2. The :lubber of activities for which the device mill be

utilized;

3. The cost - benefit ratio,, i.e. , the amount of money required

in proportion to the effects that will accrue;

4. The time required to use the device;

5. The number ()f habilitative interactions with nonhandicapped
,

peers and other persons tha can be realized through the use

of the device;

I
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6. The safety of the device;

7. The enjoyment and coafort that is reatizedby,the student
through the use of the device;

8. The Maintenance requirement's of the device;:

9. The amount of training that will,be necessary to teach the
student how to effectively 'use the device;

10. The chronological age aPpropriateness of the device; and

,
11. The social significance of the device, i.e., the effect'

- it has on the acceptance,,respect, pride, etc., afforded
ahandicapped student by others.

.

Additionally; the.l earning and performance characteriStics of a,
severely handicapPed student should be cOnsidered:LFor example, a
student's rate. of skill acquisition oft provides valuable informa-
ion as to the, probability that a'skill will beacquired'Withim a
reasonable amount of time without the use of an adaptive device.
Therefore,' based on previous ski 1 acquisition data, Instead of
developing a picture sequence boo et to assist'a student to make
a meal, a teacher might decide to each the student to make it from
memory..

C. The Use of Adaptive Devices in Conjunction With Meaningful
Instruction

The use of an adaptive device-must be taught. That is, an
adaptive device should not, serve as a substitute for, or be used in
the absence of, meaningful instruction. The mere provision of a
(*ice clods not guarantee that the student will be able to use it
effectively. Objections have been raised when a device has replaced
human contact and relevant instruction, rather than being used to
enable a student to engage in a meaningful sequence of skills
(Campbell,'Bricker 6 Esposito, 1986). Certainly; responsible
instructional procedures related to the use of adaptive devices
can eliminate Oisproblem. For example, a device such as a
switch box can enable a student to activate a tape player thereby
allowing her to participate in a recreation/leisure activity. Also,
a coin card designed, to allow coins to be matched to pictoral repre-
sentations pf quarters, dimes, and nickels can assist a student to
use a vending machine without assistance. These devices were designed,

constructed and provided to students in conjunction with 'meaningful
instruction, and students subsequently learned to use them in 'order
to participate in relevant environments and activities.

D. The Systematic Evaluation of Adaptive Devices

After an adaptive device has been utilized by a student, it
should be evaluated systematically to assure ongoing effectiveness.



Teachers might ask the following questions,to evaluate adaptive
devices.

Can use of the adaptive device be faded or eliminated?'

If the answer to this question is yes, then the teacher should
teacn the student to perforu the skills for which the

the
was

to compensate and systeuafically introduce aform the adap-
tation that accounts for those skills that have been acquired.
Figure.' illustrates four phases in the fading of an adaptive
device designedto assist' a student in gathering the ma Aerials
necessary to-complete a hotel housekeeping sequence. -7The
initia). phase included large print and drawings listing the
individual items needed to complete the job. In later \phases,
as the student learned to read key words, the size/of the print
and drawings was'decreased, or'faded. In Phase IV, the
consisted only of a list of words which cued individual
within the skill seqUence. This student,might always re
external cues of this-nature in order to perform this to
however, for another student AI adaptive device of this
may be unnecessary or completely faded.

If the answer to this question is no, the teacher sho
arrange for the student to have access to the adaptive de
in every naturally occurring situation in which it is req
The teacher might also teach the student to use an alterna
strategy in the event that the adaptive device is not avail
For example, assume a student needs liquid soap rather than bar
soap in order to independently wash h r hands. In the,event
that the liquid soap container is eter empty or'missing, her.i

teacher might teach her to ask for s itta ce.
1

Does the use.of the adaptive device result in an acceptable rate
and quality of.performance?

If the answer to this question is no, the teacher must
determine if the performance discrepancies are a result of the
adaptive device, the instructional arrangement, or student
characteristics such as boredom with or distraction from the task.
After the reasons for the performance discrepancies have been
determined, actions must be taken to Alleviate or minimize them.

is the adaptive device being used to the greatest extent possible
across activities?

device
steps
uire

Ikaue

d

ice

ired.
to

able.

if the, answer to this question is no, the teacher should take
steps to incorporate the use of the adaptive device., or similar
devices into appropriate activities. For example, a student
with very limited use of her arms who successfully learned to
pull on a string attached Co her wrist An order to thrciw dice
to play yahtzee might be able to pour liquid into
glasses, dump ingredients into a mixing bowl, drop clothes into
a hamper, etc., using a siMilar. device.
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III.. ADAPTIVE DEVICES WHICH COMPENSATE FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE DEFICITS

Typically\Ehe rationales offered for the creation Of adaptive devices
stem from two major deficits, physical and intellectual. These deficits
typical:ICY-interfere with the performance of a response at an acceptable
rate, duration and/or level of quality.

A. Adaptive Devices Which Compensate for Physical Deficits

An adaptive device designed to compensate for a physical
disability As used when a severely handicapped student has a sensory
or motoric deficit such that he/she is unable to make a needed
response. For example, a student who is only able to turn her head
from side to side may require an electronic head switch to cotmunir
rate a yes (to the right) or no (to the left) response. The natureof this device is different from one which is required by a student
whose handicapping condition is primarily intellectual; that is, a
student who is unable to perform an activity because of attention,
memory, or academieebilities but is not motorically disabled.
In this situation, a student may have the motoric abilities to make
a needed response hat not be able to sequence the steps of the
activity. For example, Wayne is unable to launder his clothes because
he performs the required steps out of sequence. Thug, a book con
taining sequenced pictures of "doing laundry" is used to eue him to
perform this activity correctly. Certainly, devices intended to
compensate far intellectual and physical deficits are not mutually
exclusive and can be used synergically. The following discussion
provides descriptions and illustrations of devices ._that have been
used with severely handicapped students with physical deficits.

A number of articles have described how to design and use a
varietyAf adaptive device', to maximize the performance of self help
skills. Barnes, Murphy, Waldo,and Sailor (1979) described the
modification of mealtime utensils to facilitate grasping and hand
to mouth patterns, and clothing aids that enable a student to dress
independently. Campbell, Green, and Carlson (1977). discussed
positioning and mobility devices that enable a student to actively
'reach for an object or to move from one environment to another. Other
devices of a similar nature were renotted by Lowran and aeiger
(1969) and Robinault (1973).

Vanderheiden (1978) described a variety of head'sticks and other
head gear which enable a student to interact and communicate more
effectively through direct selection or pointing to symbols; and
a few devices which enable a student to either type or: write. Other
devices that might be appropriate for use with a,)severely handj
capped Student include: an "Attention Cetter",5 a "Beep Box ", and
a "Hey. You."7 Each of these allow a.nonverbal student to solicit

5
Simple signaling aid with a short beep of preset duration

6
Simple beep signaling device with a latching light

7
Activating switch which triggers a sound for two seconds
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the attention of another individual.

An example of a teacher made adaptive device created to compen-
sate for a communication deficit is presented in Figure 2. This
device is an 8 x 11 inch binder with metal ringi attached to enable
a nonverbal student with poor fine motor skills to open the binder
and turn to the appropriate page of symbols needed for communication
purposes.' A less complex communication device is presented in Figure
3. This was created to enable a nonverbal severely multihandicapped
student to order at a fast food restaurant.' A picture-of the desired
food item was preselected by the student and inserted into a clear ,

plastic holder mounted on top of a polypropylene board. The student
,then, grasped the wood dowel at the top of the deviceand presented;
it with his selection to a food service employee. The message on
the board was applied with a grease pencil which can be easily.
erased.

1

A type of adaptive device recently considered for use with
severely handicapped students involves the use of "biofeedback."
Several investigations have mollized this technique and demonstrated
the effectiveness of response contingent reinforcement in improving 4
the motoric performance of multihandicapped individuals (Grove, Dilke'i,
Fredricks & Crowley, 1975;. Wether, 1982; Woolridge & McLarvin, 7!

1976; Zuromski, 1977). The majority of this research reported an
increase in the frequency and dutation of arhapright head position
as the result of music contingently turned on by,electric head- .

switches which are activated.by a student performing the desired

&-
rthead-lifting respons . It is important that the movement response,

i.e., head-lifting, d the function of the movement response, i.e.,
exerting control civet the environment, are both considered.

A

The switch box illustrated in Figure 4 is an example of a device.:.
developed to teach a student to control a variety of electrical .
items in her environment. The box is connected by plugs both to
an electrical wall socket and the electrical device or appliance

'

of concern. The latter can be activated by pressing the switch oh,-
the top of the box. This device was used to teach a student snack'
preparation skills. In this activity, the student was required to7f
turn on and off a blender for the purpose of making a fruit drink
which she would then drink.

.

Another severely handicapped student was taught a specific
clerical task as part of his vocational program. His job at a radio
station was to fold letters into thirds and then insert than intoy
envelopes. Because of his motoric and visual deficits, he was
unable to fold the letter into exact thirds. Thereforethe adaptive
device illustrated in Figure 5 was created. This device has a metal
flap in the center designed to allow. the student to fold ode end of
the letter, then the other, toward the center. When both ends tiere
folded over the metal flap, the student slid the letter off the
device and inserted it into-an envelope.

15



Figure 2. A communication notebook with rings to assist in
opening and closing.

dowel

' 7uP ?gime . %%AL fuJ

plastic

Figure 3. A Communication board to assist in-indicating a single
coice in the community. (Designed.by Kathy Zanella)
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4

Figure 4. A switch box to assist in turning on an electrical appliance
or some other device.(Designed by Lucy Hansen)

17
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Figure 5. An adaptive deviceto assist in folding letters.
(Designed by Kathy Zanelle.)1

Figure 6. An adaptive device to assist in stuffing envelopes.
(Designed by Stacy Graff)
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Figure 6 illustrates a simple adaptive device constructed for
a student learnint to stuff envelopes. She had difficulty inserting
the mailings because of poor fine motor skills and therefore per-
formed at a siO4 rate. Apiece of cardboard with .the sides bent.
upward enabled the student to liftthe edges of the envelope
therefore making insertion easier.

A severely multihandicapped student learning to clean_his vork
area upon completion of hisjob. was unable to maintain a grasp on
.a sponge or rag. The device illustrated in Figure 7 was made
of hard sponge with a rope pulled up through drilled holes and
'knotted to secure the rope to the sponge.. This device enabled the
student to maintain a grasp long enough to clean his work surface.

Many of the devices described above relate to the performance
of vocational skills. Certainly vocational functioning is an impor-.
tant component of. any Individual Education Program. However, when
students are not engaged'intequired tasks, there is time to engage
in recreation/leisure activities. Figure.8 depicts an adaptive'
de4ice created for'a 20-year-old strident who has hemiplegia which
affects the left sided her bOdyi'causing difficulty when she has
to hold objects with botil,hands. The device depicted enabled her to
engage in embroidery activities by securing the fabric onto a
metal stand.

B. Adaptive'Devices Which Compensate for Intellectual Deficits

There aremany skills typicallylierformed by nonhandicapped
persons that cannot be acquired or that are acquired at.a relatively

.

slow rate by severely handicapped persona. These performance
discrepancies may be related to Ooorintellectual processing rathet
than mototic deficits. Wheeler, Ford, Nietupski, Loomis, and Brown
(1979) taught seven severely handiCapped students to use pocket
calculators to make purchases in grecerYstOres: Students were
taught to enter the amount of money theyilid into their calculators,
match numbers on price tais:to the keys on the Calculator, accurately
punch prices into the calculator and successively subtract :the.
prices of. items,until &cairn's sign, appeared. They were then taught
to return the,last item to: the sh41601a means of assurini that they
had "enough money to make the.OurchasiTIlis device was used for
severely handicapped students who lacked, the necessary addition and/
or subtraction skills.

Another example of an effort. eg coMpensaWfor the intellectual
deficits of severely handicapped' individuals wsWieportetiby Robinson-.
Wilson (1976). The use of_pidiure recipe cards,tOteiCh severely
retarded adults.to cook was described.. Though data were not reported,
this approach to cooking has been reported as effective by others
(Roberts, 1976; °Steed, 1.974). -Figure 9 illustratewan example of
an adaptive devi*Created for a student who did not haVe the neces-
sary memory or aeq0e0C to prepare a meal. It was used to
teach the student *pendently cook frozen waffles. A similar

19
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Figure 7. An adaptive device to assist in washing and cleaning.

Figure 8. M adaptive device for embroider
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Materials

A

Steps 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

eit

ts

11.

Figure 9. A pictoral sequence of making waffles.
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device utilized in a vocational envirgiikent to sequence the steps
required to clean a bathroom is presented in Figure 10. The sequence
of pictures and words cued the student to perform the skills neces-
sary to complete the cleaning sequence. The teacher anticipated that
as the student acquired the skills to clean the bathroom, the
pictures would be faded. The student, then, would either rely
on the words or his memory to complete the sequence.

Figure 11 depicts a device used to complete a hOirekeeping
activity. This device was designed for a,student who could perform
the-skills necessary to clean a hotel room'but had difficulty
checking the quality of her work. With this device, if the student
opened the_tab labeled "drawers," there were two photographs
depicting the items which should be in the respective drawers. This
device reminded her that the hotel menu, a telephonebook, a bible,
etc. had to be included. Whereas some severely handicapped students
are able to perform 11 six step sequence without external cues, some
May require an adaptive device for only a two step sequence. The
stacking box illustrated in Figure 12 enables a student to stack
one collation in one direction and another in the opposite direction.
After the papers are collated and stacked in this fashion, they are
either stapled or counted. This device has also been used by a
student with a,motoric disability. Although the student was able
to accurately perform. the two step sequence of alternately stacking
collations, she required the boxes to keep the pages in neat piles.

Many severely handicapped students require additional informs-
donor an instructional cue to perform specific skills within a'
sequence. This information may be delivered through the use of
adaptive devices. For example, a student Who packages pills was
required to return supplies to a specific shelf. After approximately
one month of instruction,. the student continued to have difficulty
locating the correct shelf Without verbal and physical cues. The
teacher attached a pill package to the appropriate 'shelf to cue the
student as to where unused supplies should be placed. This reduced
the number of verbal and physical cues required.

Certainly, more than one cue may be necess ry for a severely
handicapped student to complete an activity. Fo example, at a work
site in a physics laboratory a student was requi to sort screws,
nuts, and washers for recycling purposes: The student had consistent
difficulty sorting these objects into the correct piles. The adap-
tive device illustrated in Figure 13:iheJudes cues to assist the
student to discriminate between the piles. A nut, 'screw', and .

washer were glued to metal separators. The student was able to
move.the objects from the circular enciciture to the matched samples.

The previously described adaptive devices are examples of creative
Jays to increase the participation of severely handicapped students
in relevant activities. These devices described above were indivi-
dualized. Although each may be useful to other students, caution
must be exercised to prevent unnecessary use, inappropriate use, or
overuse with other4tUdents.

. .
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Get
Supplies

Empty
Waste-
basket

,Take out-
Dirty
Towels

Squirt
.Liquid
into.

Toilet

Clean
Mirror

6.

7.

Clean
Sink and
Counter

Brush
Toilet
and
Flush,

8. Clean
Toilet

10.

11.

Clean Towel
Bar, Soap
Dish, and
Fixtures

Figure 10. A pictoral sequence of cleaning a bathroom.
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'13.

14.

15.

16.

18$
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Clean Shover Curtain

Get Towels; 3 bath towels, 3
hand towels, 3 washcloths, and
1 bathmat

Get 2 Soaps, 3 sanibags, 1 toil

paper.

fold Triangles

Stop and Check Work

p Return Wastebasket

Figure 10 (Continued). A pictoral.sequence of cleaning a hathro m:
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3
L.,

*

Figure 11. An adaptive device for quality checking a housekeeping job.

Triesi.Tigri by Alice Udvari)

(1) Cut section out
of first box

(2) Cut tion out of -
seconsd

ec
ban

(1) Put boxes together.

Figure 12. An adaptive device to as ist in stacking collations.
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Figure 13.. An adaptive device to assist in sorting. (Designed,

by Sus Richter)
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IV. SELECTING AND DEVELOPING ADAPTIVE DEVICES

t ' I

Beumgart° et al. (1980) described an eight-phase strategy that can
be used to make decisions,regarding the selection and development of
adaptive devices: .Thes eight. phases 'are:

'11'. Perform a Noehandicapped Person Inventory;

2. Perform a Severely HinclicapPed Student ,Inveninty;

. Determine the Skills the.Studene,Can Probably Acquire;

. .;Determine the Skills the Student Probably Cannot Acquire;,

.Generate an Adaptation Hypothesis;

.6. CO ndtict' an Adaptation,: InVentory;

. Decide UpOn Individualized

8. Deteniine the Skills That Probably Can be Acquired Usiing
/ndiyldualized Adaptations (p. 23).

This eight phaise process enables educators to compare the performance
of .a severely handicapped Person with that of a. nonhandicapped peison
in o,rder to identify performance discrepancies,' ,Decisiona can then be
made as to whether: to teach the skill iequence as-it is performed
nonhandicapped persons; to modify thi sequence; and/or to provide .

some kind of adaptation.

The.'following is all case study describing a oevetely handicapped.
student and the strategies that were used to select atiel develop .adapt.

.0.1141 devices to increase her level of independence in perforating her .

job. Each,phaie 'pretnteci by Bauefgatt et al.(1980), although not speciticill
outlined here, wes sideted. Five additional examples describing 10'
adaptive devices designed to improve vocational performance are presented:
in Section B. The strategies used Ate:appIicable when developing
adiPtive" devices in other .:skill .areas,. i.e., domestic, recreation/leisure;

.1 and community functioning.

ttetietipti On of Student..:.

Mary ,is, 21 years old with spastic quadriplegia. She uses
an electtic wheelchair which she controls .by moving a, joystick:-
with her left hand. She has limited.:'uise of:`her -right' acelnd
hand .did therefore depends primarily on her left arm foti upper
extremity functions. Her arm movement is .slow and unsteady.
Because Mary is nonverbal, she uses an augmentative communication
board which is locitted' on. the tray of her wheelchair. She is
able to directly select symbols on her board to initiate inter-
actions and make responses.
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Environment: WHA Radio' Station

Mary is in her final year of high school and is being pre-
pared to perform meaningful work in a nonsheltered vocational
environment. Currently, she receives training in clerical skills
at a public radio station. This environment was selected for
Mary because it is accessible by local public transportation
services; there are many opportunities for interactions with
nonhandicapped persons; the building itself is wheelchair
accessible; and it is in close proximity to community and
recreation/leisure environments.

Activity: Stamping Envelopes with First Class Stamps

Skill Sequence

aanhandicapped Person
Inventory,

.1. Get envelopes, ink pad;
box and stamps from
supply shelf-'

.2. Put supplies on work
table and set up
(arrange task)

3. Open ink pad

4. Ink the stamp

Si. Stamp envelope

6. Return stamp to ink pad

7. Put stamped envelop, in
the box at side of table

8. Repeat steps. 4-7 until
all envelopes_are_stamped_

9. Close ink pad

,10. Take box of envelopes to
Lip mailroom

11. *urn ink pad and stamp
;. to supply shelf

Rate: 29 per minute

28.

Handicapped Person
Inventory (Mary)

(+) slow

(+) slow

(-) unable to separate
lid from base .

(-) unable to press
stamp firmly on pad

(..),very messy

(+)

(+) slow

( + )

(-) requited assistance
to put box on tray

( +) slow

Rate: 1 per minute
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After analyzing the discrepancies in perforOance between a
nonhandicapped person and Mary, the following qUestions were
asked. Which discrepancies in performance might be.compensated
for by: providing direct instruction on the skills of concern;
modifying the skill sequence; and/or providing Mary with
an adaptive device and instructing her in itiAise? For each
discrepancy (-), the aforementioned questions, were addressed
and decisions were made.

Discrepancy 01: Open Ink Pad

Mary was unable to open the ink pad case because of poor
fine motor abilities. The ink pad must remain moist, and there-
fore has to be closed tightly when it is 'being stored. Therefore,
leaving the ink pad open when not being used was not an option.

Decision: No adaptive devices for- this discrepancy were
generated by her teachers or therapists, but Mary will be expected
to participate by asking for specific assistance from a co-worker.

Discrepancy 02: Ink the Stamp

The deficits in fine motor skills interfered with Mary's
ability tolmk"the stamp. In particular,, she had difficulty
grasping the handle-of the stamp and applying an even amount of
pressUre as she inked it.

Decision: The teacher and therapist decided to create t
adaptive devices ro'compensate Orthismotoric deficit. Th
are illustrated in Fide 14. tit/rat, a small hard rubber
was placed over the handle of the stamp, thereby changing t
size and shape of the handle,:znabling Mary to grasp it. T is
was accomplished_ by cuttinga"holt in the ball and then in rting
the handle into it. Second, a small platform for the-Ink ad
was constructed. This adaptation reduced the angle at wh ch the
stamp would contact the pads -Maria. instead of placing he
stamp perpendicular to the pad, the pad was tipped tows Mary
reducing the angle. This adaptation enabled Mary to firMly
press the stamp onto the ink pad.

Discrepancy 03: Stamp Envelope

After the ball had been added to the stamp, and the. ink
stamp had been angled forward, Mary continued to smear ink on
the envelope. Mary's, inability to stabilize the,envelope was
observed to be the reason for smearing. In other words, as
she contacted the envelope with the stini- ibe envelope moved
causing the ink to smear.

Decision: Dycim was put on the work surface to prevent the
envelope from slipping. Dycem is a nonslip plastic material which
acts as a "sticky" placemat. While it effectively held the

29
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Lail is attached to top
of stamp

Ink pad is tilted.
forward

Figure 14. Two adaptive devices to assist in stamping addresses on
envelopes. (Designed by David Jennings) ,
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envelope in place, it also prevented Mary from sliding the
envelopes off the table into the box located othe floor next
to the table. Therefore, the dycem was removed and Mary was
taught to prevent the envelope from slipping by placing her
right elbow on it. Mary also used a rubber finger cot on the
middle finger of her left hand to assist her to slide the envel-
opes off the table after they were stamped.

Discrepancy #4: Take Box of Envelopes to Mailroom

In order to complete the activity sequence, Mary must take
the box of stamped envelopes to the mailroom. However, she Was

unable to lean forward in her wheelchair to reach for, grasp
and lift the box off the floor.

Decision: No adaptive devices were generated. When Ole box

was full or needed to be taken to the. mailroom, Mary was taught

to askeco-worker to put it on her tray.

In genetal,'the adaptive devices which Mary used were designed

to compensate for her physical deficits. Her performance discre-:
pancies were the result of physical rather than intellectual

handicaps. While she is now able to physically perform the
activity because of the adaptive devices, she will continue to
receive instruction in this activity to improve her rate ands

quality of performance.

B. Additional Examples

In this-section detailed examples of adaptive devices which

were designed to improve the vocational functioning of four severely

handicapped students are presented. Each example includes: a

description of the student; the domain, environment, and activity

for which the device was developed; a nonhandicapped person inventory;

a handicapped person inventory; and the resulting modified skill

sequence. In some cases, teacher interventions are listed_as well.

These were included .to give the reader a reasonable understanding of

the students' current level of functioning. In many of the activities,

the individual skills within the sequence could have been further

dissected. This would have given a better indication whether the
student was having, for example, difficulty initiating the response
and/or making a qualitatively appropriatctresponse. --Ford-et
(1982) provide an excellent discussion 0B this issue. Iwever, for
purposes here, only a gross delineation of skills is presented.

Following the modified skill sequence isawritten description of the
adaptive device and information regarding its use by the student.
The information was presented in this fashion to further eMphasize

the need for an individualized approach to the development and
utilization of adaptive devices.

Example #1: Electric Stapler Jig

Description of Student

Rhonda is a 15-year-old severely multihandicapped student.
diagnosed as having spastic qdadriplegia,
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hydrocephaly and epilepsy. She currently res4des at a large

residential-institution. Rhonda is nonambulatory, lacks head
and trunk control, and is nonverbal. During, activities which

require the use of her hands, she uses her right hand. Inter-

fering behaviors which have been identifieeinclude.rumination,
mouthing her right hand, and inappropriate vocalizations.

Domain: Vocational

AMerican Red Cross

Stapling a Two Page Collation

Nonhandicas Andifiskami Bald,
Per .

SALM

Inventors

After arriving at
the work room:

1. Get materials
from supply cabinets
Basket for finished
work and paper and
staples.

2. Get daily work
from Red Cross
employers.

3. Return to work
table.

4. Take one piece.

5.. Staple, .pages

together using
stapler.

C-)

(-)

(-)

32

1. Handicipped peer
sets materials from
supply cabinet.

2. Rhonda is wheeled
to Red Cross employ-
ees to get daily
work.

3. Rhonda is wheeled
to work table.

4. Handicapped beer
site on Rhonda's left
side and collates
papers. Pialehdet pa-

per* are passed to
Rhonda.

5. a. Teacher 44;istl

Rhon4S-to-place pa-
pers on slide tray.

b. ,Brings hand
down with a partial
physical prompt from
teacher to the front
edge of slide tray.

c. Pushes the
collation with her
right hand into an
electric stapler
which has been sta-
bilised in front of
slide tray.
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Nonbandicapped. Handicapped Modified

--iiirS1Person, Person
. Inventory Inventory Se.uence

6. Place finished
work into basket.
Repeat stept 2-5
until break time.

7. -Return finishid
work to Red Cross
employee: .

.

i

(-)

( -)

'

.

.

.

. d. Teacher and
Rhonda remove the
paper and place it
into the basket.

.

...

4

Description of Adaptive Devices

The electric stapler jig illustrated in Figures 15.1 and
15.2 was built for Rhonda by her community/vocational teacher.
The jig cost approximately $4.00 and required five hours to
construct. Its use requires a forward pushing motion and a
light grasp. The tray automatically springs back to a resting
position. The electric stapler. was purchased at a loCal Office
supply store and cost approximately $40.00.

Information Regarding the Student's Use of the Adaptive Device

Rhonda was taught to place her hand on the slide tray and
push untilshe heard the stapler. Because she could push for-
ward ilith.her.arm, this activity capitalized on'a skill already
in her repertoire. Although hand sucking continues tO be noted
in other environments, currently there is,nons during this
Vocational:activity.

Rcamle 021. Tiered Trays for Two-Pale Collation

Description of Student

Peter is,a 174ear.;.old severely handicapped student, drag
nosed as having spastic quadriplegia, kyphosis, lordosis,
reduced range of motion in his arms and legs, and strabismus.
He currently is able to grasp wallet sized objects with his
right hi/1(14nd only uses his left hand'and arm to stabilize

himself. He is nonverbal and uses t4coMmunication book.

Domain: Vocational

Environment: American Red Cross

Activity: Collating Two Pages

33
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Figure 15.1. Electric stapler jig. 1Designed by Alice Udvari)

Figure 15.2. Electric stapler jig. (Designed by Alice Udviri)

34
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r

lishigiumail/ban
12X211L211,

rasa
111I111121X

mutts"
WU

ISIVIAM
1. Get materials
and papers from vol-
unteer coordinator.

2. Place papers into
two piles on table.

3. Pick up top pa-
per from first pile,
holds in left hand.

4. tact top Pe-
per from second pile
esd-pet evenly om

.

toed first pep.
...

. .

5. Staple cones
tion.

r-

..

(-)

_

,

(-)

(1)

(.-)

.

.

C...)

.

.

.

'1

1. Handicapped peer
sets and sets up ma-
terials.

L'Pages are sipara-
ted into a two level
collation lig by
teacher or peer.

3. a. Pick up buil
up dowel with "plan -
Ulm* on the end.

b. Place rubber
end of dowel omi top
sheet of paper on
upper level.

c. Pull top
Sheet to the' left

to collation trey.

, .6 ..

4. a. Place rubber
end of dowel om bot-
tam tbeet'to

lo Pull bottom.
sheet to the left
to collation trey.

5. limber or peer
remove the colla-
tion for stapling.

Description.of Adaptive Device Used

The tiered trays collating jig has two levels which.allowed
Peter to movmono'PAgS.49m.th4 top level_404-00O
bottom level. A built up dowel with "plastitic"'allowed him
to maintain a firm grip and move the pages off each, f the two
levels without having to handle the paper directly with his
hands. A box in which the dowel could be placed was attached
to the side of his wheelchair. This device, illustrated in
Figure 16, including the built up dowel cost approximately-$4,00-
and required 3 hours to construct.

Information Regarding the Student's Use of the Device

Peter has only 24 inches of movement from the center of his
body and has difficulty crossing midline. Therefore, the collating
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TTPICAL CARDBOARD COMMOCTICS
MD Linn MOW, ITC.

Figure 16. Tiered trays for two-page collation. (Designed by Alice Udvari)
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jig was placed six inches.from. his wheelchair on the right side.
The teacher continues to provide instruction related to the
sequence of steps required to complete this activity.

Ekample #3: Adaptation to Mark Inventory Tags for H3spital Supply
Boxes

Desdription of Student

,

Carl is a 20-year-old severely handicapped student. He is
diagnosed asitaving spastic diplegia. He is nonambulatory,
nonverbal, and exhibits several interfering behaviors including
mouthing, head banging, and inappropriate vocalizations.

Domain: Vocational

Environment: The Central Supply Department-of a Hospital

Activity: Marking and Placing Inventory Cards on Hospital
Supply Boxes, e.g., Anesthesia Sets

Nonhandicapped
Person

Inventory

Handicapped:,

Person
.Inventory

Modified'
Skill
Sequence

1. .Get the box of
labels from supply-
area.

2. Cat the boxes of
anesthesia sets.

3. Return to work
area.

4. Open case Con
taining 48 anesthe
sia serboxes.

S. Mark 48 cards
with correct code
using a felt tip
pen by filling in
a dot.

(-)

(-)

( +)

(-)

1. Teacher gets
boxes of labels.

2. Teacher ,gets
anesthesia sets...

A

3., NA

4. Open case of 48
anesthesia set boxes
and place the box
in the box stabil-
izer.'

5. a. Take inven-
tory card from Card
holder.

b.:Place inven-
tory card in card
marking jig.

c. Place the
felt tip pen down
into the plastic
tubing and bears
down.
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Nonhandicapped Handicapped Modified
Person Person Skill
Inventory Inventory Seuence

6. Tear off strip
of one card then
place on anesthesia
set box. Do this
48 times.

7. Replace bares
into original case

8. Return case to
supply area.

(+)

( +)

(-)
...
...

d. Pulls pen out

and places it in the
can on table.

6. Tear adhesive
strip off one card
and then places card
on anesthesia set
box located in the-
box stabilizer (con-
tinue until 48 boxes
are completed).

7. Replace boxes
into original case.

8. Teacher returns
boXes to supply area

Description of Adaptive Device

The adaptive device illuitrated in Figure 17 As a-board
used to stabilize the bassi ofA anesthesie seta; 'fold the inven-
tory,,cards; and allow the isivendbry Ord* to be positioned snail
that Carl can accurately mark the,correct circle using the
card marking Jig. This jig contains plastiCltUbing to assist
in the correct positioning of the felt tip' pen. The circle
the card indicates 'the date of'inVentory. This device cost
approximately $4.00 and required 3 hours to construct.

Information Regarding the Student's Use of the Altitive Device

.The.dsvits:.Wee[,designed to compensate for poor tine :motor
Skills and.. f reqUent arm movements which interfered with' marking
the inventory cards.% Carl continues to 'require instruction
related' to the skill sequence.

Exempla #4: Sectioned Box With Slidirit41da and Chute Adapta-.

time .fer Packaging ttediciniF Into Plastic Bags

Description of Student

Mark is a 20-year-old severely handiCapped student. He is
ambulatory and nonverbal and requires repeated verbal and physic,e1',
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ylgUri 17. Adaptation to marknventory tagstfor hospital
'inpply boxes. (Designed by Alice Udvari) /'

.



prompts to.workContinUoitalyi' He has poor fine motor skills
and_ primarily uses a pelMar grasp when manipulating objects.

Domain: Vocational

Environment: Hospital- Pharmacy

1.

Activity: Packaging Pallackets

139

Honhandicapped,
Person

,Inventory

Handicapped
Person-

Modified
Skill "

Sequence

1. Get materials..,
a. 5"'t 7"ZiploC:bag
b;Xases PotastiuM

Chloride (KCL) pill
pickets

2. Co t out 30 packets.

3. (Place the 30 packets
int a Ziploc bag.

4. Close

5. Repeat steps 2 through
4,thirty t es.

6. Place closed bogs on:,
supply shelf.

(

(-)

(-)

4O

(-)

(-)

Get materials witti
assistance from teacher.

2.. Peer or teacher cou
6 sets of 30 packets.

3. Teacher sets up map-
erials. Attaches sec-
tional box with alidin
lids to eidCle table-
with C-cl

4'. Teacher sets up, k
aginj chute in front of
student at the table."

5. PartilCipateAWreach-
ing for theZi014::begs.

.

6. Participate in attac
ing Ziploc bags ontoclips.

7. Push lid open on one
section.# the bon.

1. Grasp handful of
:packets.

9. Place packets in. the
chats.

ro.: Repeat steps 8-9 un
no packets remain in. the
section.

pi.- Pull bag off .cline"
with right hand.
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la;

Nonhatidicapped
rie n

Im en

ilandioapne4;--

-"Pirsnm

...Inventory

.

Modified
Ski Ill

,

Sequence,

12. 'Transfer bag,frms:'

Tight,to left hand, and
place in a storage box
on the left.

13. *Grasp the black
knob'on the packaging
Chute with left handamd
push late ally until; nett
bag' On tiie inner track
moves into position ne
neath the chute.

14'. Open second. sec-
tion of box and pro-,
ceed ae in' Steps 8-12.

15.. Open third-sec-
tion of box and pro--
ceed as in. Steps 8-13.

16. Teacher and stu-.
dent set up hox for-
the.next set of

Note:. Om two occasions during the work time, the finished'
bags are placed on the *Apply shelf. The correOt shelf .

As marked with an example of the packets to be'ihelved.'

.:Description of Adaptive Devices

Two' adaptive device. illuitra'C'in 'figures. 18.ane,19 were.
deVeloped:to asstitliark'inothia'PeCkaging sequence. The divided
boi with sliding licli(Figure"18)'Clamps onto a table stabling ha
to-package 3 bags, 0101 containing 30 packet's in the correct sequence.
Itis anticipated that Mark will always requiraome level of inter-
vention to count 30 paCkets. p

The decision to put separate sliding lids on each section of thi
'divided box was made because Mark would reach arbitrarily into any
of the 3sectione if they-were filled with pills. The lids helped
to control which section he reached into and resulted in only '30
packets being packaged at ono, time.

The chute adaptation (Figure 19).was developed to assist mark
wheel transferring packasiejnod the bags. The'ilis fall through

Y
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Figure 18. Sectioned box with sliding lids. (Designed by vivid Jennings)
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Figure 19. Chute adaptation for packaging medicine into plastic bags.
(Designed by David Jennings)
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Considerations of these questions can help educators to make decisions
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the chute into the bag. The bags were initially set up to be
filled by Mark and the teacher. After a bag was filled it was
removed and then another was moved to the left by pushing the
black knob.

,

__These two adaptive devices are relatively complex and re -
required.approximatelr$20.00 and 10 hours to construct. How-
ever, this amount of money and construction time was well invested
considering that Mark used the device 5 hourti per week.

Information Regarding the Student's Use of the Adaptive Device

Mark required ongoing instruction to use both devices:
He continues to require verbal and physical prompts in the
majority of the steps within the sequence. Mark participated in
the majority of steps in the sequence. For example, although
requiring assistance, he helped push the black ball which moves
the inner track.

V. SUMMARY

When a severely handicapped student cannot perform a particular skill
or a sequence of skills within an activity, the following questions
might be posed :,

1. Has the ividual Education Program been carefully delineated
sudh the the stUUent is acquiring skills necessary for functioning
in sc andnonechool environments?

2. Could the skill or sequence of concern be taught as it would be ,

to a.nonhandicapped person (i.e., without the use of an adaptive
device)?

3. Does the student require an adaptive device to perform skills
across all domestic, vocational, coMmunity and recreation/
leisure environments?

4. Has the adaptive device been selected based on the examination
of at least 11 dimensions?

5. Does the student require a device because Of a physical or an
. intellectual deficit?

6. How much instruction will be required to teach the student to
.use the adaptive device?

7. Are there intentions to fade the use of the devAce over a
specified period of time?

regarding the selection and development of adaptive devices to be utilized
by severely handicapped students which, in turn, should enable them to
function more productively and independently in a wider variety of environ-
ments and activities.
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